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Abstract:

Akber and Iqbal were great philosophers and

classical poets of  the Sub-Continent. Their

political, social, cultural, economical, educational,

moral and religious poetical work has the capacity

to cope with the importunity of present and future.

They stressed that experimental and practical

knowledge is need of the time. They were in

favour of innovations, inventions and flying in the

air like falcon. They asserted that western

democratic system is imperfect political system.

This system corroborates the calonialism and

dipotic rulers. They declared that Islam has

complete political system for the entire world. This

idealogy presented complete cure of political

ailments and maladies. They emphasized that

Islam is in the process of revelations in the present

era. They spread the lesson of brotherhood,

tolerance, social equity and justice. Their thoughts

about classif ication, differentiation racial

discrimination and economical unequity have





proved hundred  percent correct. They gave a

message in their poetry to prevent wickedness,

obscenity and seduction. They presented the

solution of social, psychological and economical

issues and complications in mysticism and

religion. They introduced the ideas of self respect,

penury, piety and mendicancy in their poetry.

Hundred years ago, they proved that universal and

chearful values of Islam will be stimulating powers

for amity, unity and prosperity.
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